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ABSTRACT: 

Cloud computing provides the more facility to store 

and manage data remotely. The volume of data is 

increasing per day. The owners choose to store the 

sensitive data on the cloud storage. To protect the data 

from unauthorized accesses, the data must be uploaded 

in encrypted form. Due to huge amount of data is 

stored on the cloud storage; the association between 

the documents is hiding when the documents are 

encrypted. It is necessary to design a search technique 

which gives the results on the basis of the similarity 

values of the encrypted documents.  

 

In this paper a cosine similarity clustering method is 

proposed to make the clusters of similar documents 

based on the cosine values of the document vectors. 

We also proposed a MRSE-CSI model used to search 

the documents which are in encrypted form. The 

proposed search technique only finds the cluster of 

documents with the highest similarity value instead of 

searching on the whole dataset. Processing the dataset 

on two algorithms shows that the time needed to form 

the clusters in the proposed method is less. When the 

documents in the dataset increases, the time needed to 

form clusters also increases. The result of the search 

shows that increasing the documents also increases the 

search time of the proposed method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

Cloud computing becomes popular as it provides large 

amount of storage space and high and good quality 

services. The huge amount of data is created per day. It 

is a difficult task for the owner of the data to store and 

manage this large amount of data. To overcome this 

difficulty, the data owners can store their data on the 

cloud server to use the on demand applications and 

services from shared resources [1]. The cloud server 

providers agreed that their cloud service is armed with 

strong security constraints though security and privacy 

are major drawback which avoid the use of cloud 

computing services [2]. To protect the sensitive data 

on the cloud server from hackers, the data holder may 

encrypt the documents and uploads to cloud server [3]. 

In the earlier various strong cryptography methods 

were used to design the search techniques on the 

cipher text [4], [5], [6]. These techniques needs many 

operations and need large amount of time. So these 

techniques are not suitable for big data where 

information volume is huge. The property of a 

document depends on its association with other 

documents. Therefore maintaining the relationship 

between documents is important to fully express a 

document. The results of search returned to the 

customers may have damaged information due to 

hardware failure or storage corruption.  
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Thus a mechanism should be given to customers to 

check the accuracy of the search results. The proposed 

architecture of search technique is based on the cosine 

similarity clustering which maintain the association 

between plain text and encrypted text to upgrade the 

efficiency of search. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM: 

Searchable encryption (SE) is a hot research field, 

especially with the development of cloud computing. 

In this section, we review and analyze the existing 

searchable encryption schemes. SE can be divided into 

public key searchable encryption [4], [9] and 

symmetric searchable encryption (SSE) [3] [7], [8] 

according to different cryptography primitives. In this 

paper, we focus on the symmetric searchable 

encryption because public key searchable encryption 

usually is computationally expensive. Cao et al. 

proposed the multi-keyword ranked search over 

encrypted data for the first time and built a searchable 

index based on the vector space model, and chosen 

”coordinate matching” to measure the similarity 

between queries and documents.  

 

However, in their schemes, the time complexity of 

search is O(nm) (n is the number of keywords in 

dictionary, m is the size of the documents that stored in 

the cloud server), and the time complexity of trapdoor 

construction is also high. Sun et al. proposed a tree-

based index structure which is based on the vector 

space model and the TF_IDF model. This structure 

achieves sub-linear time complexity, but it is 

vulnerable in protecting data privacy. One step further, 

Xia et al. [16] proposed a Greedy Depth-first Search 

tree-based searchable encryption scheme EDMRS, 

which achieved more efficiency than early works, but 

the cost of search remains high and the time 

complexity of creating trapdoor is high O(n2). The 

works add random numbers j in indexes or queries to 

disturb the importance scores between queries and 

documents, and they claimed that the value of Σj can 

be adjusted to control the level of query unlink ability.  

But they cannot secure the query unlink ability 

thoroughly, because in order to guarantee the accuracy 

of queries, the level of query unlink ability is usually 

get limited. Actually, the cloud server can easily link 

two identical queries by Analyzing and comparing the 

results.  

 
Fig: 1.Searching over outsourced encrypted data. 

 

The region of a data centre determines how safe and 

protect all your data will be. Keeping this in mind we 

propose both its data centres in very low cost and 

security in very high. Moreover, none of the centres is 

easily usable and each of these has been protected with 

proper security measures. The payment cost of a cloud 

storage service consists of the costs for Storage, 

information Gets/Puts and Transfers. Different data 

centres of a CSP or different CSPs offer different 

prices for Storage, information Gets/Puts and 

Transfers. , the second objection is introduced: how to 

allocate information to data centres belonging to 

different CSPs and make resource reservation to 

minimize the service payment cost? Since website visit 

frequency varies over time, unexpected events may 

introduce a burst of requests in a short time. It may 

affect the accuracy of forecast the visit frequency. 

Thus, we need to dynamically adjust the data centres 

Get serving rate to save the payment cost [7].  

 

III PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

We used the cosine similarity clustering algorithm to 

review the time required for the search results. We 

have developed a search technique which is based on 

cosine similarity clustering algorithm to upgrade the 

efficiency of search. 
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Fig.2: Building of Proposed System. 

 

A. Methodology  

Step 1: Key Generation: 

The data owner of the data generates a key using the 

size of dictionary and a random generator. This secret 

key is used for encryption of the document index. 

 

Step 2: Encrypted Index Generation:  

The document vector is prepared and applies the 

cosine similarity clustering algorithm to form the 

clusters of proper documents. Each and Every cluster 

has its cluster index. These cluster indices are 

encrypted using matrix multiplication with the secret 

key. These encrypted cluster indices are uploaded to 

the cloud server. 

 

Step 3: Document Upload: 

The documents are encrypted using AES algorithm. 

These encrypted documents are transfer to the cloud 

server. 

 

Step 4: Trapdoor Generation: 

The data user send query to the data owner. After 

analyzing the keywords of query, data owner builds 

query vector. This query vector is encrypted using 

matrix multiplication with secret key and send to the 

user. 

 

Step 5: Document Searching: 

The user uploads this encrypted query vector (trapdoor 

TW) to the cloud server. The similarity value between 

trapdoor and encrypted cluster indices (IC) is 

calculated by the cloud server.  

The most relevant cluster with the highest similarity 

value is selected. This cluster is extracted and again 

the similarity value is calculated between trapdoor and 

each document vector. The top-k documents will be 

returned to the user on the basis of similarity value. 

 

Step 6: Decrypt Documents: 

The search result contains the documents in encrypted 

form. The data user must send request for the key to 

the owner of data. Data owner sends the key to decrypt 

the documents. 

 

IV CONCLUSION: 

We have developed a MRSE-CSI model based on 

cosine similarity based clustering and word relevance 

technique. We analyze the search efficiency of the 

system using two clustering algorithms. The 

experimental result proves that the time needed to 

form the clusters of relevant documents is reduced by 

using cosine similarity clustering. The experimental 

result also proves that the speed of the search increases 

by using the cosine similarity clustering algorithm. 

The proposed architecture improves the search 

efficiency and rank security. 
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